Bikepacking & Servas - Great!  
by Josh Gerak

For four months during the summers of 2022 and 2023 I went bikepackaging in Europe and stayed with SERVAS members... more
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New SI Code of Ethics
by Shyla Esko Bare

Servas International formally adopted a new code of ethics as a requirement for all Servas members world-wide. For the most part, the... more

Missed Connections - Volunteers Feel Left Out

A former local interviewer reached out to a former regional coordinator to ask when she might be trained to start interviewing again... more

This Chilean Loved His US SYLE  
by Santiago Heusser

It all kicked off when I was 14. I really wanted to do a semester exchange in the US, but it was way too pricey, so that dream fizzled out. But then my grandpa, who's the president of Servas Chile, hooked me up with this cool opportunity to explore the US, stay with awesome people, and soak up the culture. My dad and grandpa set me up with four amazing hosts, and off I... more

Volunteer Spotlight - Phyllis & Daryl Chinn  
by Lee Rowley

Meet Daryl and Phyllis Chinn, two of the behind-the-scenes volunteers whose contributions make US Servas so awesome! Phyllis and Daryl joined Servas in 1995 and soon thereafter became interviewers. When the US ... more
**International Happenings**

**Servas Britain & Ireland National Gathering**  
We would love you to join us at our national gathering hear Dartmoor National Park in Southwest England... [more](#)
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**Peace Hikes in German Alps**  
July 19-25  
Servas Germany will host the 2024 Pathways Together Alpine peace hikes in Bavaria near Berchtesgaden... [more](#)
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**Korea International Peace Ride**  
Apr 29 - May 2  
Servas Korea invites you to join up to 40 cyclists for a four-day, 220 km peace ride along the beautiful... [more](#)
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**Georgia's 1st Summer Peace Camp**  
July 22-29  
Georgia's first Summer peace camp will be held in Lamovani just south of the Caucasus Mountains... [more](#)
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**First Peace School In Uganda**  
Aug. 25-30  
Servas Uganda would like to welcome you to its first peace school on August 25-30, 2024... [more](#)
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**17th Annual Türkiye Peace Camp**  
July 4-14  
Türkiye's Peace Camp where Servas travelers can share their worlds with the village youngsters... [more](#)
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**Useful Links**

- **Update** your profile or renew your membership
- **View** the calendar of upcoming US Servas related events
- **Access** worldwide Servas Members to plan your travels
- **Volunteer** to share your talents and time in supporting Servas
- **Read** contributions from younger members of Servas
- **Suggestions** for the Newsletter, or for US Servas, are appreciated
- **Contact** the Peace Secretary

---
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